ABSTRACT Virtual reality (VR) video has attracted substantial research interests with the explosion of mobile VR devices in recent years. In this paper, we propose a novel cache management architecture with coding helper to meet the VR's high bit rate requirement and the multi-rate feature in the HTTP adaptive streaming (HAS) transmission. The coding helper has not only storage capacity just as traditional caching helper, but also video coding function to encode the VR video into different rates. In this new architecture of VR HAS cache management, we consider the problem that how to distribute the bit rate of different VR videos in a certain cache size by taking into account the quality of experience (QoE) in different situations. In order to decrease the computing time of VR video service and guarantee a high level QoE as well, we propose a new maximum QoE increase (MQI) cache management method to obtain the solution of the optimal problem in multi-video and multi-cache (MVMC) situation. Furthermore, we propose a scheduling algorithm of coding helper to decrease the backhaul traffic and develop four different request scenarios in the experiments. Simulation results are finally provided to show that the coding helper scheme has about 16%-100% gain of usefulness than the traditional caching helper scheme. The proposed MQI cache allocation algorithm has more than 50% decreasing of computing time and almost has the same QoE compared with the exhaustive search. The framework can provide useful guidelines to distribute rate of VR video in cache over wireless networks and get better QoE.
I. INTRODUCTION
A S THE virtual reality (VR) devices can offer better experience and be more affordable, the VR video becomes popular and attracts considerable interests from the academia and industry [1] , [2] . As described in Huawei VR data report [3] , [4] , VR 360 panoramic videos take 99.37% of VR content and 75.35% of VR 360 panoramic videos are from Internet. Meanwhile, the cache scheme also becomes an important issue in video service for future 5G systems. In order to meet VR's high bit rate requirement and multi-rate feature of HTTP adaptive streaming (HAS) transmission, a new cache management architecture is emerging as a viable solution in the next-generation communication systems [5] , [6] , which brings a great challenge on VR HAS cache management in wireless networks.
Traditional cache management methods focus on what to cache (the content), where to cache (which files should be cached by which helpers) and how to cache (the update scheme of content) [7] . Specifically, Golrezaei et al. [8] suggested employing femtocell-like base stations, which refer to as the helpers. The helpers formed the wireless distributed caching network, in which the distributed caching problem was solved and the number of served users was increased as much as 400%-500%. Golrezaei et al. [9] proposed a base-station assisted device-to-device (D2D) caching scheme and showed an improvement of the spectral efficiency.
The work in [10] exploited the greedy caching placement algorithm to minimize the average bit error rate (BER) in the caching system with the aid of helpers. In [11] , the offloading probability as the metric was maximized by optimizing the caching placement among helpers and users. Although the aforementioned cache management methods have been proposed, all the existing researches only took the normal video into account and didn't concern about the HAS scheme of VR video which is a forthcoming service in 5G mobile network.
Furthermore, YouTube [12] and Netflix [12] both use the HAS as the transmission protocol in their VR VoD service. The famous commercial HTML5 player Bitmovin [13] also use HAS in commercial VR service. So the HAS can meet the requirement of real VR VoD service and can be applied in these service. As is already well known, when the VR videoon-demand (VoD) or live event is transmitted under HAS scheme, client probes the current bandwidth and requests the sequential video segments with a proper bit rate [14] . Different from the traditional real-time message protocol (RTMP) stream's push-based style and HTTP progressive downloading (HPD) video's constant bit rate, the HAS is pull-based from the client side and provides the dynamic video rate choice under different network environments. In HAS transmission, the multimedia files are created by encoding the same source video multiple times with different quantization parameters or other encoding settings. Each of the encoded video streams is then partitioned into a sequence of small segments. During streaming, the client requests the best video rate according to the available bandwidth. In this way, the adaptive video streaming can adapt to the dynamically fluctuated and unpredictable wireless channels. There are some implementations of HAS technology such as Apple HTTP Live Streaming [15] , Microsoft Smooth Streaming [16] and Adobe HTTP Dynamic Streaming [17] . What's more, the 3GPP, Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG) have done some standardization work [18] . Furthermore, the multiview from 360 degree video camera and 4K high resolution induce that the VR video has a higher bit rate than the traditional video. Due to the multi-rate and multi-segment features as well as the high bit rate of VR HAS, a new architecture is urgent in VR video cache management. On the other hand, inspired by the mobile edge computing (MEC) which not only implement edge caching but also perform edge processing [19] - [23] , a novel caching helper with video coding function which focuses on HAS scheme, is introduced between base station and user terminals. Compared with the traditional helper only having storage capacity, the proposed new caching helper also can encode the VR videos into different rates. Hereinafter, we call it coding helper and we call the traditional one caching helper. When end users fetch the video from the server, the coding helper can only download segment in higher rate and encodes it into lower rate to meet the different wireless conditions. This scheme can decrease the backhaul traffic to station and increase user's quality of experience (QoE).
In this coding helper frame of VR HAS cache management, we will attempt to solve the problem on how to distribute the video rate in limited storage capacity to maximize QoE in mobile networks and propose a scheduling algorithm of coding helper. In particular, we consider three different situations, i.e., single-video in single-cache (SVSC) situation, multi-video in single-cache (MVSC) situation and multivideo in multi-cache (MVMC) situation, respectively. For VR video, especially in live streaming, the latency is an important parameter impacting the use experience. We must find a solution with lower time complexity to retrench the computing time and guarantee a high level QoE as well. Therefore, a new maximum QoE increase (MQI) cache allocation algorithm is proposed in MVMC situation.
For the sake of clarity, the contributions of our work are presented as follows.
1) We envision a femtocell-like coding helper with video coding function and large storage capacity. The coding helper can download the video with single rate and encode it into many different rates. This novel architecture satisfies VR's high bit rate requirement and multirate feature in HAS transmission. The video coding function and local storage capacity are used to replace the backhaul traffic. 2) We show the dynamic cache management framework based on QoE with three different situations. The framework solves the rate distribution problem in coding helper. We give the optimal solution of SVSC and MVSC situations. In order to meet the low latency requirement of VR video, a new MQI method is proposed in MVMC situation. It has more than 50% decreasing of computation time and almost has the same QoE in comparison with the exhaustive search. The framework of cache management can be used in service provider. 3) In order to increase the usefulness of coding helper and decrease the backhaul traffic, we propose a scheduling algorithm of coding helper in VR video transmission. This scheme also can be applied to the VR field-ofview (FOV) transmission scenario. This paper shows a further step of the cache management in VR HAS and provides the guideline to service and content provider. The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the system architecture with coding helper and the difference between the traditional one. The rate distribution problems in three different situations and the scheduling algorithm of coding helper are proposed in Section III. In Section IV, we compare the proposed MQI with greedy search and exhaustive search in four different request scenes. Finally, we conclude this paper and show the future work in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL A. A NOVEL ARCHITECTURE WITH CODING HELPER
In this paper, we consider a system where the user's requests are redundant and each video file is requested by many users. The whole system architecture with coding helper is shown in Fig. 1 . The coding helper is implemented between the base station and users. Different from the traditional caching helper which only has the storage capacity, the coding helper can both store the segments and encode them into different rates. Fig. 2 shows the function of coding helper when it transmits HAS. We assume that the coding helper can encode the high rate segment into different lower rate segments and the end users pull the segment in certain rate on the condition of network. Note that the coding helper only needs to download the higher rate segment from server when the request rate from user is higher than the existing rates. The fetched segments in different rates can form the whole video in temporal dimension.
When the end user requests the video segment from the coding helper, a media presentation description (MPD) file is downloaded from the coding helper. If the request video file is not in this MPD file, the coding helper can directly request the segment from the base station. Since the coding helper can encode the high rate segment into different rates, the system with coding helper can decrease more backhaul traffic than the caching helper. Therefore, this new architecture with coding helper can meet VR's high bit rate requirement and multi-rate feature in HAS transmission.
In concern of user statistical model in coding helper system, the user's four different request scenes in this paper have contained typical scenes of different user request models.
The eNodeB has scheduled the wireless resource before user's request. Because the wireless resource and throughput has been dispatched by the LTE schedule and it's not the key issue in this paper, we only focus on the cache management and coding helper scheme in coding helper side in this paper.
B. VR QOE MODEL
As the QoE plays an important role in 5G network [24] - [30] , we take the QoE as the metric to evaluate the performance of VR video service.
The quality level is an index representing the QoE itself. Existing methods for evaluating the video quality level can be divided into the classes of full reference (FR) methods, the reduced reference (RR) methods and no reference (NR) methods. To be specific, the class of FR methods must use the raw video as the comparison, which includes some methods such as the PSNR [31] , SSIM [32] , VQM [33] and PEVQ [34] . The class of RR methods is using part of the raw original video, like digital water method [35] . This method sets a digital water in the raw video and it can use this impaired part to evaluate the video quality. However, the raw video can't be obtained in the practical networks, the RR and FR methods are not feasible implementation at end user. The NR method doesn't need the original video, it can be directly used to evaluate quality level at user side by the feature of the impaired video [36] - [39] . The video bit rate is an important indicator to distinguish the different videos in the same encoding format.
On the other hand, the existing analysis about the QoE is only for traditional video not for VR video in HAS transmission. Yu et al. [40] a weighted S-PSNR method to evaluate the VR video, but the results didn't show gain of accuracy than the PSNR method. Inspired by the Weber-Fechner Law [41] , [42] and the existing research [43] , [44] , we take the logarithmic function as the basic relationship between the QoE and VR video bit rate. What's more, because the multirate and multi-segment features of HAS, the QoE of the whole video in HAS is decomposed into spatial and temporal dimensions. In spatial dimension, we take the VR QoE function of kth segment as the Q(r k ) and it can be expressed as
where the r k is the average bit rate of each segment and the Q(r k ) is a continuous function. The coefficient a, b and c can be calculated from the upper bound Q max , lower bound Q min of the Q(r k ) and other data from the VR subjective test with multivariate nonlinear fitting. It should be pointed out that they are different in different video content types. In temporal dimension, the Q is set to calculate all video segments with mean value temporal pooling method [45] . The average of Q(r k ) is set as the whole VR video QoE, i.e.,
where the k is the segment index and k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , K . The total number of segment is K . The K is determined by the video duration and segment length. The K can be calculated as
where D is the whole video duration and T is the segment length. In what follows, we show still, slow moving and fast moving, these three different video types to fit the VR QoE function.
III. VR HAS CACHE MANAGEMENT BASED ON QOE
Since the coding helper with both storage and coding function plays a key role between the base station and end users as previous analysis, in this section we formulate the problem that how to encode the video segment into different bit rates in a certain cache size to maximize the QoE with coding helper. To make this problem tractable in different real VR video playing scenes, we consider SVSC, MVSC and MVMC, these three situations, in the VR bit rate distribution problem. The SVSC situation corresponds to the sports or concert service. The coding helper only needs to store one type video. The MVSC situation meets the features of traditional VR video-on-demand situation in small cell. Different VR videos are in one coding helper to meet users' request in small cell to play as a assistant of microcell, femtocell or picocell. The coding helper in MVMC situation meets the features of traditional VR video-on-demand. These three situations constitute the VR video playing scenes from service scope. Furthermore, we propose a new MQI cache management method.
A. SVSC SITUATION
In this subsection, the SVSC situation corresponds to the sports live or concert live event. In this setup, only a single video is broadcast in the cell or in certain area. We only consider the rate distribution in single video style. Our design objective is to maximize the QoE subject to the bit rate constraint and the cache size constraint. Therefore, the optimization problem is formulated as
where k is the segment index and the total number is K . The C is the cache size of coding helper and T is the segment length of VR video. We assume that all the VR video QoE must be larger than the lower bound of QoE and the video bit rate must be larger than the r min . We come up with the following different cases for solving the optimal r k . 1) r max > r k ≥ r min : In this case, from (1) and (2), the whole QoE is derived as follows
Therefore, the optimization problem (3) can be rewritten as
To solve this optimization problem with respect to r k , the Lagrange function can be expressed as
which leads to
Considering the restrict r max > r k ≥ r min and (8), it can be inferred the optimal r k * can be expressed as follows
where the optimal λ * can be solved from cache constrain in (5) . In order to fully use the cache resource, we usually dispatch all the cache resource to the VR video. The optimal λ * can be solved as
From (9) and (11), the optimal solution is obtained as
2) r k ≥ r max : In this case, the Q(r k ) is the constant Q max . We can easily get the optimal solution, i.e.,
Furthermore, we stop dispatch the cache resource when the bit rate and QoE get the maximum. So the r k * is r max in this case.
We prove that there is no other cases existing in SVSC situation by using the reduction to absurdity method as follows.
Proof: We assume that there existing new cases in SVSC situation different from two existing cases. We must find a segment r a ∈ A and a segment r b ∈ B, where A = {r k |r max > r k ≥ r min }, B = {r k |r k ≥ r max } and r a < r b . The QoE of r a VOLUME 6, 2018 and r b segment is Q(r a ) and Q(r b ). We assume that the whole maximum QoE is Q all . Because r b ≥ r max , the situations can be classified into r b > r max and r b = r max these two cases. i) r b > r max : In this case, the Q(r b ) is Q max . We can reset the r b to r max and dispatch the spare cache resource to the r a . It obviously that the new Q(r a ) is larger than the Q(r a ). The new whole maximum QoE, i.e., Q all is larger than the Q all . The assumption is not right. ii) r b = r max : Because the Q(r k ) is a continuous function, we can obtain that
From (12) in case 1), the r k of (15) must be in the same value, so r a is equal to r b . The assumption r b > r a is not right. Thus the proof is completed. There is no other case existing in SVSC situation.
B. MVSC SITUATION
The MVSC situation corresponds to the traditional VR videoon-demand situation. Different VR videos are stored in the single coding helper. In this situation, the VR video are in long duration and with the same bit rate. The QoE can be expressed as
where i represents the type index of different VR video, r i represents the bit rate of type i VR video and Q i (r i ) is the QoE of VR video in type i. In this paper, the types of VR videos are classified into still, slow moving and fast moving. Different scenes are in different QoE functions and the details are shown in Section IV. The optimization objective is also to maximize the whole QoE of different VR videos with the cache size constraint. Then, the optimization problem is formulated as
where M represents the total number of VR video types. For the sake of simply expression, we assume that the boundaries of r i has the relationship r 1 min < r 2 min < . . . < r M min < r 1 max < r 2 max < . . . < r M max . The D is the duration of each VR video scene.
1) r i max > r i ≥ r i min : In this case, all the bit rate of different VR videos are between the maximum and the minimum.
The optimal solution problem can be expressed as
The solution of r i has the similar expression of (9) as follows
where the η is the Lagrange multiplier. The optimal solution of r * i is obtained as
In order to fully use the cache resource, we dispatch all the cache resource to the VR video. The optimal η * can be solved from cache constrain in (18) as follows
We can use the iterative water-filling method to find the optimal η * and optimal r * i .
2) r i ≥ r i
max : In this case, because the cache resource is abundant, the bit rate of different types can achieve the maximal rate. The QoE of VR video in whole cache achieve the maximum. The optimal r * i can be obtained as 
The optimal solution of r * i is obtained as
where the optimal Lagrange multiplier β * 1 can be solved as follows
The optimal β * 1 can be obtained by iterative water-filling method to meet the constraint (25) and the optimal r * 1 and r * 3 can solved as well.
The ii)-vi) cases and their optimal solutions are similar to i). We show them in the Appendix.
C. MVMC SITUATION
In MVMC situation, different video scenes have the different caching loss rates when the video is dispatched in different caching node. We analyzed six different scenes and they can be classified into three different video scenes. Each video scene has a corresponding caching node. When the video segment is stored in the corresponding caching node, the caching loss rate is the minimum and without cache loss. So we choose three different coding helpers. When a video segment is dispatched in three different caching node, we must choose a balance between the caching loss rate and caching capacity to maximize the QoE. Here, our interest is to maximize the whole QoE by distributing the video segments in different coding helpers with different rates. As a result, the problem can be formulated as
where k are the bit rate of video segments dispatched into C 1 ,C 2 and C 3 caching node separately. The segment indexes from 1 to K 1 represent the video segment in still scenes and the r 1 min is the minimum bit rate for the lower bound of Q 1 min . The indexes from K 1 + 1 to K 1 + K 2 denote slow moving scenes, those minimum data rate requirements are r 2 min . And K 1 + K 2 + 1 to K 1 + K 2 + K 3 represent the fast moving scenes, those minimum data rate requirements are r 3 min . In order to dispatch the cache resource in different video scenes and different cache, we assume that the cache is divided into the tiny cache blocks (CBs). The CBs can be distributed among the different video scenes.
Although the exhaustive search can find the optimal solution of MVMC cache distribution problem, the time complexity is rather high, i.e., O(K N ). For VR video, especially in live streaming, the latency is an important parameter impacting the use experience. We must find a solution with lower time complexity to retrench the computing time and guarantee a high level QoE as well. In this paper, the MQI method is proposed and the procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1. We use the w k,n to represent the mapping between the video segment and CBs. When w k,n = 1, it means the nth CB is dispatched to the kth video segment. The r k,n represents the kth video segment's bit rate with the dispatched nth CB resource. We take two steps to find the suboptimal solution. Specifically, the first loop is scheduling the CBs in different scenes, which ensures that each scene has the lower rate to meet the minimum of QoE. The second loop process aims at dispatching the remaining CBs to maximize the increase of Q. Based on this analysis, the optimization problem can be effectively solved and achieve lower time complexity, i.e., O(KN ). The lower computing time can meet the lower latency requirement of VR video service.
Algorithm 1 The Proposed MQI Algorithm
Initialize: Set video segment index k = 1 and the total number of video segments is K . Set CB index n = 1 and the total number of CBs is N . The set of the unscheduled CBs is S and the lower bound QoE is Q k min . Set w k,n = 0 for all k, n firstly; 1: repeat 2: Find the arg max Delete the selected CB n from CBs and update
if S = Ø and set loop index j = 1 6: repeat 7: Select CB n in S and find arg max k Q = a i ln (b i (r k,n + r k,n ) + c i ) − a i ln (b i r k,n + c i ) and set w k,n =1, where r k,n is the rate increase of video segment k when CB n is dispatched. 8: j + + 9: until j > N − K 10: else break Output: w k,n for all k and n VOLUME 6, 2018
D. THE SCHEDULE OF CODING HELPER
In order to evaluate the usefulness of cache or coding helper, we define the local traffic coefficient as
where the T total contains the video segment traffic from the base station, i.e., T backhaul and the video segment traffic can be requested in local helper, i.e., T local . The coding helper plays as a key role in scheduling process of the different video segments. In order to increase the usefulness of coding helper and decrease the backhaul traffic, we propose the scheduling algorithm of coding helper. Furthermore, in order to avoid coding all the segment, we set a bit rate threshold with the minimum QoE change. The user can't realize the change of perceptual feelings when the change of bit rate is lower than the bit rate threshold. When end user requests a video segment from the coding helper, the helper will search the video those rate is lower than the request one. The coding helper will calculate the difference between requested bit rate and the lower bit rate. If the difference value is bigger than the threshold, the coding helper will encode the higher into the request video rate. If there is no higher rate segment, it will pull the video segment from the base station and update the local cache. The details of schedule are shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 The Scheduling Algorithm of Coding Helper
Initialize: The segment index is k and total number of video segment with different rates is K , the initial bit rate of video in local coding helper is {r 1 , r 2 , . . . . . . , r K } and set k = 1. The request video bit rate from the end user is r q . The threshold of rate difference is r d . The r s is the selected video segment. 1: repeat 2: if r k < r q < r k+1 break 3: 
where r t l1 , r t l2 are the corresponding value in each scheduling time. On the other hand, we can easily get the λ ca of caching helper as
It's obvious that λ cd ≥ λ ca . Only when all the r t l2 is zero, the λ cd = λ ca . The coding helper has the higher usefulness than the caching helper and many segments can be encoded in the local. The superiority of this scheme in the VR video transmission will be shown in Section IV.
IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

A. TEST MATERIALS AND CONDITIONS
In our test work, we design the specification of the framework shown as Fig. 3 . In the process of simulation, LTE system simulation, MOS subjective test and coding helper scheme are separate in the whole system. The original VR video has a resolution of 4096*2048 and a frame rate of 30fps. In order to make our test cover different scenes, we take six typical scenes in three different types: Fig. 3(a) and (b) are still types, Fig. 3(c) and (d) are slow moving types and Fig. 3(e) and (f) are fast moving types.
Because the HAS is based on HTTP protocol in application layer, the video server can use the traditional HTTP server like Apache [46] . The m3u8 is a list file containing the different video bit rates and the mapping between bandwidth and bit rate.
In order to simulate the different scenes of the fluctuate wireless network, we import the user's downlink rate into the network simulator. We firstly simulate the wireless network environment in LTE system platform with latest specification under 3GPP TS 38.211 [47] , 3GPP TS 38.213 [48] and 3GPP TS 38.300 [49] . The simulation parameters are shown in Table 1 . We use the network emulator for windows toolkit (newtui) to simulate the changeable bandwidth of wireless network scene. It plays as an intermediary to link the source videos and users. We specify the VR QoE function by subjective test of these three different VR video types. The original video is encoded into different bit rates by X265. The panoramic videos in the experiment are from Internet. In order to meet ITU recommendations' requirement [50] , [51] , all the videos must be in the same duration. We use the least value, i.e., 500 seconds, as the duration of all videos. As for the length of video segment, we cut the video segments in length of 10 seconds which is recommended in Apple's HTTP Live Streaming Overview document [15] . Obtained from (3), the number of segments K is a constant value 50 in each video scenes. We conduct the subjective test following the ITU recommendations [50] , [51] and evolute the method to meet VR's features. The work of subjective test of VR panoramic video aims at the proposal in new and the most advanced VR standardization work G.QoE-VR [52] in ITU SG12. In the subjective test, we invite volunteers to watch the VR video with different types randomly. Each volunteer marks the VR video service in four different dimension, i.e., quality score, immersion score, non-spinning sensation score and global score [52] . The PCC between the immersion score and global score is 0.9756. Fig. 4 shows the relationship between global score and the other scores in three different dimensions. It has strong linear correlation. In order to build the mapping model between the bit rate and VR QoE, we take global score to represent the VR QoE. The subjective score and the different bit rate data are handled with nonlinear fitting method. Table 2 gives the coefficients of different VR QoE functions. The relationship between MOS and video rate in three different scenes are shown in Fig. 5 . It indicates that the fitting functions of QoE approximate well with bit rates for different rates. We can observe that when the three different scenes in the same MOS, the fast moving scene needs the higher bit rate than the slow moving scene and the still scene.
In the end user side, when different users request the bit rate from the certain coding helper, the video can be encoded into a new bit rate to fit the requirement of user. In order to meet VOLUME 6, 2018 different request scenes, we consider four different typical request scenes as Tavakoli set in [53] . Fig. 6 shows these four typical scenes.We use the time sequence to simulate the user request sequences in four different request scenes. But in each simulation cycle, only one request scene is in time sequence. So the bandwidth can meet the requirement of VR 360 panoramic VoD. Fig. 6(a) is the increasing request scene where the users request the VR video from lower bit rate to higher bit rate. Fig. 6(b) is the decreasing request scene where the bit rate is requested from higher to lower. Fig. 6(c) is the smooth oscillating scenes where the bit rate changes slowly. Fig. 6(d) is the abrupt oscillating scene where the bit rate changes frequently. Each VR video is requested in all these four different scenes.
B. ANALYSIS OF LATENCY
As for latency issues, in the VR 360 panoramic videoon-demand service in full-filed transmission, the network transmission latency, play latency and motion-to-field latency (MTP) constitute the latency [3] . For the network transmission latency and play latency, they are the group latency, it only exists in the process that the video fills the buffer in video player after the user click the paly button. We usually call it buffer time from user's view. While, when each frame of video has downloaded in local player, the end user can't feel the latency. There only exists the MTP which is decided by the VR equipment. In our test, we use HTC vive and other smart phone with VR box. All the MTP is about 20ms.
For HAS latency issue, the timely delivery is decided by the bandwidth, segment duration, segment bit rate and buffer size of player. The transmission latency and play latency is the initial delay from user's view. But the specific analysis are different in VoD or live service.
In VoD service, most segments have been encoded in the server. When user click the button of play, the initial delay is calculated as
where I represents the initial delay, R D is the average download rate, B is the full buffer time of player and the R i is the ith level video rate. In our experiment, based on the Apple HTTP Live Streaming [11] , the player usually download the first two segment in order to make enough time for the video downloading in subsequent process to avoid the interruption in the following play. So the B is twice segment length and the I can be expressed as
where R i is recommended using the subminimum value of all video rate level. We set the bit rate is 2Mbps and the download rate is 2Mbps, the relationship between the I and segment length is shown in Fig. 7 . The real initial delay in experiment can be expressed as
In HAS live event service with camera, the video segment is not existing when user clicks the play button. The video must be encode and cut into the segment firstly, then will be downloaded to the local. The different initial delay (I ) in live service contains encoding time (T encoding ) and the initial delay (I ) in the VoD service. So the I can be calculated as
From (31), it can be rewritten as
where the α is the coefficient which represents the encoding efficiency. When the bit rate is 2Mbps and the average download rate is 2Mbps, the relationship between the initial delay and segment length is shown in Fig. 8 . It can be expressed as
Furthermore, in order to analyse the relationship between the period latency and end user's experience. We set 10ms and 20ms period latency in each segment. The end users can feeling the annoying stall and block. The global score and latency has the relationship shown as Fig. 9 . The global score drops apparently with latency increasing.
In conclusion, for the VR 360 panoramic VoD service in HAS transmission, the group latency is decided by the segment length, download rate and video bit rate. But from the end user's view, after the videos have been downloaded in the local. The MTP is the most important parameters influencing the user's feeling. The evolution of VR equipment can decrease the MTP.
C. RESULTS
In this subsection, we give the simulation results in SVSC, MVSC and MVMC situations. The coding helper scheme has about 16%-100% gain of usefulness than the traditional caching helper scheme. The scheduling algorithm of coding helper decreases the backhaul traffic. The proposed MQI cache allocation algorithm has more than 50% decrease of computation time and the almost same QoE in comparison with the exhaustive search. The MQI algorithm meets the lower latency requirement of VR video service and guarantees a high level QoE as well. The details are introduced as follows. In the SVSC situation, Fig. 10 reveals the relationship between the QoE and cache in different VR video types. It is clear that the QoE increases with the cache size becoming bigger. In the same size of cache, the still scene VR video has the higher QoE than that in slow moving and fast moving scenes. But the QoE becomes flat when the cache size is 3000MB in the still and slow moving scenes. The VR video VOLUME 6, 2018 QoE in fast moving scene becomes flat when cache size is 4000MB. Furthermore, Fig. 11 gives the comparison between the usefulness between the caching helper and coding helper. The gain of usefulness in four different request scenes are 100%, 100%, 17.39%, 16.67% respectively.
In the MVSC situation, Fig. 12 gives the comparison of usefulness between the caching helper and coding helper. The gain of usefulness in four different request scenes are 100%, 100%, 0%, 16.67% respectively.
In the MVMC situation, the MQI algorithm is proposed to solve the cache allocation problem for maximizing the VR video QoE in three different cache. Fig. 13 shows the comparison between our solution to the optimal one. It indicates that when the cache size increases, the proposed MQI is approaching the optimal exhaustive one. When the cache size can provide all the video with the highest QoE, the MQI can achieve the same QoE with the optimal exhaustive one. Fig. 14 shows that the exhaustive search method achieves the average QoE of 4.45 and the average QoE with the proposed MQI method is 4.43. The MQI algorithm achieves almost the same QoE of the exhaustive search. However, the computing time decreases 47.3% than the exhaustive search method shown as in Fig. 15 . The time complexity of greedy search is O(KN ) and it's same with the MQI, but the QoE achieved with greedy search is lower than that of the MQI. In a word, the MQI method can guarantee a better QoE in low time complexity, which means the MQI can be used in cache allocation in real time. In Fig. 16 , we compare the usefulness of different methods with caching helper or coding helper. The results validate that the proposed coding helper scheme has the higher usefulness.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a novel cache management architecture with coding helper was proposed to meet the VR's high bit rate requirement and the multi-rate feature in HAS transmission. The coding helper not only had storage capacity similar to traditional caching helper, but also could encode the VR video into different rates. In this new framework of VR HAS cache management in mobile network, we considered rate distribution problem in different VR videos in a certain cache size by taking into account the QoE. The MQI cache management method was then proposed to achieve the solution of the QoE optimal problem in MVMC situation. Furthermore, the schedule algorithm of coding helper was developed and four different request scenarios were presented in the experiment. Simulation results have showed that the coding helper scheme has about 16%-100% useful gain than the traditional caching helper scheme. The proposed MQI cache allocation algorithm has more than 50% reducing of the computation time and has almost the same QoE in comparison with the exhaustive search. In the future, we will consider the different VR services in the multi-cell scene, such as VR live, VR gaming and VR shopping. In addition, the augmented reality (AR) is also a new technology which we will focus on in the wireless cache management field.
APPENDIX
The ii)-vi) cases from Section III in MVSC situation and their optimal solutions r * i (i = 1, 2, 3) are shown here. The iterative water-filling method can be used to find the optimal Lagrange multipliers β * j (j = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) and optimal r * i . 
